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“Something wonderful will happen to
you today.”  Every day at OLV School
opens with that simple reminder from
the principal – that if you open your
mind and your heart you will see
God’s influence in your life.  For the
last eleven years, our children have
attended OLV because the education
they receive at OLV goes beyond the
core curriculum.  Catholic values are
emphasized in every class and in
every classroom, reinforcing the self-
esteem, respect and compassions for
others that we teach at home.  

Catholic schools are known for their
academic excellence, and OLV is no
exception.  Our oldest children are
continuing their education at the

Catholic high school of their choosing,
and on scholarships, because of the
exceptional foundation they
developed at OLV.  

But the reason we made, and
continue to make, the sacrifice to
send our children to OLV is the
knowledge that they are being
exposed to the Catholic faith daily and
to a value system that will forever be
part of their lives.  “Something
wonderful” has truly happened to our
children each day as they walked
through the doors of OLV and were
challenged to not only do their best
academically, but proudly to live out
their lives and their Catholic faith in an
increasingly challenging world.”       

Spotlight on Catholic Schools 
WHAT OUR PARENTS

ARE SAYING…

The Montfort Academy is unique in
Westchester for being the only
classical high school and is highly
ranked for diversity, academics and
college preparation. The mission of
the academy is to invest in developing
the whole student or homo en toto.
“The aim of any education should be
to help the whole person develop in
mind, body, and soul,” says The
Honorable Richard Greco, Jr., founder
and president of The Montfort
Academy. “It is not just to help kids
get into the best colleges or to be
successful materially, but also to help
form young men and women who ask
themselves daily about what kind of
life they want to lead.” The school is
committed to building strong
Christian men and women with a

classical, Catholic education. And the
small environment of Montfort creates
a family between the students, with
the teachers and with the
administration. Montfort is a unique
and beautiful place that is creating the
thinkers and leaders of tomorrow.  

Montfort’s Summer CAPSTONE
program provides the building blocks
of the classical curriculum for 7th and
8th grade students, preparing them
for the challenges of high school. They
learn about astronomy: the first
science, the mastery of chess,
classical architecture and so much
more. The summer program gives
students a taste of what it means to
be a Montfort Knight and what it
means to be a part of the Montfort
family.

The Montfort Academy: A classical
take on Catholic education


